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We have built microstructured sheets that rotate, on transmission, the direction of light rays by an arbitrary, but
fixed, angle around the sheet normal. These ray-rotation sheets comprise two pairs of confocal lenticular arrays. In
addition to rotating the direction of transmitted light rays, our sheets also offset ray position sideways on the scale
of the diameter of the lenticules. If this ray offset is sufficiently small so that it cannot be resolved, our ray-rotation
sheets appear to perform generalized refraction.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Generalized refraction can be due to a change of medium at an
interface or due to the interface itself, such as in the case of
metasurfaces forming thin phase holograms [1]. We consider
here the latter case: generalized refraction due to an interface
surrounded on both sides with the same homogeneous
medium, usually air. In this case, laws of generalized refraction,
that is, the relationships between incident and outgoing light-
ray directions at the interface, can be divided into those for
which a redirected wavefront can be constructed for any inci-
dent wave, and those for which this is the case only for certain
incident waves [2]. In the latter case, the change in light-ray
direction introduces, for some incident waves, fractional vorti-
ces into the wave, in the worst case at every point on the inter-
face. This implies that such waves are dark everywhere [3], and
so the ray-direction change is effectively wave-optically forbid-
den. All generalized refraction at such optical interfaces to date
(e.g., [1,4]) falls into the category which is wave-optically
allowed for any incident wave.

This is unfortunate, as the forbidden light-ray-direction
changes include gems such as refraction according to a modified
Snell’s law that leads to perfect ray-optical imaging by planar
interfaces [5,6], and rotation of light rays by an arbitrary (but
fixed) angle α around the surface normal, which results in
objects seen through the device to appear rotated [7], an effect
that could perhaps be used as a very compact alternative to
existing optical-image-rotation devices (e.g., [8,9]).

But it is possible to achieve wave-optically forbidden
generalized refraction, at the price of pixelation. Pixelated
components change the light-ray direction and offset it to a dif-
ferent position on the same pixel. This offset is an unwanted
effect, but if the pixels are small, then, from a suitable viewing
distance, the pixelation can be as unnoticeable as on a computer
monitor’s screen. A well-known example of such a pixelated
component is the Gabor superlens [10,11], which comprises
two parallel microlens arrays with slightly different pitches that
are confocal in the simplest case. Pairs of microlenses from the
two arrays can be understood as forming miniature telescopes,
and the difference in pitchmeans that the displacement between
the optical axes of the two lenses forming a telescope varies across
the superlens. These miniature telescopes are the pixels of the
device. The Gabor superlens is an example of an integral-
imaging device [12,13], a class of optical instruments in which
images are formed not by every individual light ray from an ob-
ject position intersecting the image position (like in stigmatic
imaging), but by bundles of light rays—each having passed
through a different pixel—intersecting in the image position.
Integral imaging is based on, and derives its name from, integral
photography [14], which is an early version of light-field pho-
tography [15]. The telescopes in a Gabor superlens can perform
a number of generalized laws of refraction, including a modified
Snell’s law [5,16], including negative refraction [17] (but with-
out the perfect imaging [18]), and inversion of one of the ray
direction’s components (“ray flipping”) [19]. A combination
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of two ray-flipping sheets can achieve ray rotation around the
sheet normal [7,20] and other directions [21]. Only two of these
pixelated generalized laws of refraction have so far been demon-
strated experimentally, namely ray flipping [22] and modified
Snell’s-law refraction (e.g., [6,11,23]).

Here we demonstrate experimentally sheets that perform
local light-ray rotation. The sheets are designed such that the
rotation is around a local axis perpendicular to the sheet. The
resulting view of a plane parallel to the sheet is rotated and mag-
nified. We measure the rotation angles and confirm that they
agree with theory. In the form of (undesired) “ghost images,”
we also unwittingly demonstrate light-ray rotation around
directions other than the local sheet normal.

2. EXPERIMENT

Our ray-rotating sheets are pairs of ray-flipping sheets in
parallel, and nearby, planes. Each ray-flipping sheet, in turn,
consists of a pair of lenticular arrays, positioned such that their
focal planes coincide (Fig. 1). The experiment simply consists
of taking photos through different ray-rotating sheets.

We had previously built ray-flipping sheets experimentally
[22], but combining these into ray-rotating sheets was more
difficult than we had anticipated: two of the sheets described
in [22], combined into ray-rotating sheets, are almost opaque
(too many optical surfaces); work well enough only in a tiny
fraction of the sheet area (the lenticular arrays are not suffi-
ciently flat for their focal planes to coincide across the entire
sheet area); and do not produce the correct angle by which ob-
jects appear rotated when seen through the ray-rotating sheet
(because the cylindrical lenslets in the two lenticular arrays that
formed each ray-flipping sheet were not sufficiently parallel).

Our new ray-flipping sheets consist of various commercial
lenticular arrays [the experiments described here were
performed with Lenstar 50 LPI (lenticules per inch) arrays],
normally used for applications such as 3D postcards. These len-
ticular arrays are manufactured with a planar surface in the
cylindrical lenslets’ focal plane; the cylindrical lenslets are
formed by bumps on the other surface. We used UV-curing
glue to attach the planar surfaces of two lenticular arrays to each
other, after careful manual alignment that seeks to make the
cylindrical lenslets in the two arrays parallel, and to minimize
their offset. The careful alignment is not sufficiently consistent
to produce, every time, ray-flipping sheets of sufficient quality,
so we produced many (≈30) sheets and used the best. The glue
drastically improves the transparency of the sheets, and the

glued sheets are very easy to handle. Altogether, the quality
of the sheets is sufficient for our purposes.

Figure 2 shows photos of a Rubik’s cube taken through vari-
ous ray-rotating sheets created simply by holding two ray-
flipping sheets. Obvious imperfections, in the form of spatially
dependent blurring, ghost images, and unwanted light scattering,
are clearly visible. The ray-rotation angles were ≈0°, for which
the cube is almost undistorted; ≈90°, which is an example of a
sheet which—in its idealized form—is wave-optically forbidden
[3]; and ≈180°, which is the situation described in [17], and
which corresponds to negative refraction with a refractive index
ratio n1∕n2 � −1 and produces an image of the cube that is
pseudoscopic, i.e., the back of the cube appears closer than
the front (which is why it also appears bigger). Note that, in
the image that corresponds to a ray-rotation angle of ≈90°, dif-
ferent parts of the cube that are at different distances from the
sheet appear rotated by different angles, as predicted by the equa-
tion for the apparent rotation angle which we derive below
[Eq. (4)]. Note also that our ray-rotating sheets are different from
the moiré magnifier [23], which also appears to rotate objects
viewed through it: the former is homogeneous in the sense that
the law of refraction is the same at each position; the latter
changes light-ray direction differently at different positions.

It is perhaps worth mentioning, without proof other than
the diagrams shown in Fig. 3, that it can be shown that confocal
lenticular arrays in which the cylindrical lenses are parallel to,
but also displaced relative to, those of the other array [Fig. 3(b)]

Fig. 1. Possible realizations of ray-flipping sheets. (a) Ray-flipping
sheets were initially proposed in the form of an array of Dove prisms
[19]. (b) The first experimental demonstration [22] used confocal len-
ticular arrays (F is the common focal plane).

Fig. 2. Views through different ray-rotating sheets. The ray-rotation
angles are (a) ≈0° (parallel ray-flipping sheets); (b) ≈90° (actually 82°;
the ray-flipping sheets are rotated through 41°); (c) ≈180° (ray-
flipping sheets rotated through 90°). Clearly visible imperfections
include blurring and additional images [visible in (a); an additional
image can be seen to the right of the main image] and light scattering
[resulting in a milky appearance of the sheets, clearly visible in (b) and
(c)]. The object seen through the sheets, a Rubik’s cube, is shown
without a sheet in (d). Rubik’s Cube® used with permission from
Rubik’s Brand Ltd.
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redirect light rays that are incident from a range of directions
like arrays of inclined Dove prisms [Fig. 3(a)]. The same can
be true in non-displaced lenticular arrays, namely for light rays
undergoing non-standard refraction, i.e., light rays that pass
through non-corresponding (i.e., not directly opposite) cylin-
drical lenslets, which give rise to additional “ghost” images
[24,25]: clearly this is equivalent to a displacement that equals
the separation between neighboring lenses. A combination of
two such arrays is then a sheet that rotates light-ray direction by
an arbitrary (but fixed) angle around a local axis other than the
sheet normal [21].

Figure 4 shows the view through a ray-rotating sheet from
directions that are different enough for ghost images to become
visible. We have therefore also demonstrated local light-ray
rotation around an axis other than the sheet normal.

3. MEASUREMENT OF APPARENT ROTATION
ANGLE

Our sheets allow us to measure the angle by which planar ob-
jects parallel to the ray-rotating sheet appear rotated when seen
through the sheet. This apparent rotation is somewhat counter-
intuitive: extended objects appear not simply rotated by the
ray-rotation angle, but they can appear twisted [see Fig. 2(b)].
The reason is that the angle by which an object appears rotated
depends on the ratio of the distance z1 between the object and
the ray-rotation sheet and the distance z2 between the ray-
rotation sheet and the observer. It can be calculated by consid-
ering a bundle of light rays originating from a point light
source L, passing through a ray-rotation sheet, and eventually

hitting the position of an observer’s eye, E [Fig. 5(a)]. The
observer only sees L if any light ray from L actually reaches
E; L then appears to be in the direction from which those light
rays approach E.

We assume that one such light ray exists and calculate the
position P on the ray-rotation sheet through which it passes.
We consider the orthographic projection of L and E into
the plane of the ray-rotation sheet (of course, P is already in
this plane), and identify this plane with an Argand plane whose
origin coincides with the projection of E. We then describe the
projections of L, P, and E by complex numbers L, P, and
E � 0; we also define p1 � P − L (which is the projection
of the light ray from L to P) and p2 � E − P (the projection
of the light ray from P to E). This is shown in Fig. 5(b).

We now use the fact that the ray-rotation sheet rotates the ray
direction around the sheet normal, which means that the angles
with the sheet normal of the rays in front of and behind the
ray-rotation sheet are the same. This means that the tangents
of these angles are also the same, and so jp1j∕z1 � jp2j∕z2.
We also note that the angle between the p1 and p2 is the angle
α by which the ray-rotation sheet rotates the light-ray direction
around the sheet normal, and so

p2 � p1
z2
z1

exp�iα�: (1)

Solving this equation, together with the equations L� p1 � P
and P � p2 � E � 0, for P yields

P � L
1� �z1∕z2� exp�−iα�

: (2)

Note that this solution for P is unique and always exists, which
confirms our earlier assumption.

In the absence of the sheet, the observer would see L in the
direction of a position in the plane of the ray-rotation sheet that
corresponds to the complex number

P0 � P�α � 0� � L
z2

z1 � z2
: (3)

Compared to the absence of the sheet, when seen through the
ray-rotation sheet L therefore appears to come from a position
in the plane of the sheet that is rotated by an angle

Fig. 3. (a) Array of inclined Dove prisms and (b) displaced confocal
lenticular arrays.

Fig. 4. View through a ray-rotating sheet (α ≈ 180°) from different
directions. (a) was taken from a position approximately head-on. It
shows the main image. (b) and (c) were taken from positions further
and further to one side. In (b) a ghost image becomes visible; in (c) the
main image has disappeared almost completely. Rubik’s Cube® used
with permission from Rubik’s Brand Ltd.

Fig. 5. Calculation of the angle, ν, by which a point light source, L,
appears rotated when it is seen through a ray-rotating sheet from eye
position E. (a) Three-dimensional positions of the light source and
observer relative to the ray-rotating sheet. The sheet is in the shaded
plane; P is the point where the light ray from L the observer sees passes
through the sheet. (b) Orthographic projection into the plane of the
ray-rotation sheet, into which an Argand plane has been placed whose
origin coincides with the projection of E. L, P, and E � 0 are the
complex numbers that correspond to the orthographic projections
of L, P, and E. [Adapted from [7], Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). © IOP
Publishing. Reproduced with permission. All rights reserved.]
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ν � arg
P
P0

� tan−1
�

sin α

z2∕z1 � cos α

�
(4)

around the orthographic projection of E (note that, in [7], a
similar—but not identical—approach was used to calculate
the angle ν, but the result, Eq. (8) in [7], was wrong) and whose
distance from the orthographic projection of E is stretched by a
factor ���� PP0

���� �
���� 1� z2∕z1
1� exp�iα�z2∕z1

����: (5)

As, for a fixed ray-rotation angle α and observer position, this
rotation angle and stretch factor depends only on the ratio of z1
and z2, entire extended objects in planes parallel to the ray-
rotation sheet are rotated and stretched in this way. That
the rotation angle depends on the distances explains the
counterintuitive twisting of extended objects.

For the measurement of the apparent rotation angle, we
used a digital single-lens reflex camera (Canon EOS 450D with
Canon EF 100 mm f ∕2.8Macro USM lens). The camera dis-
tance is the distance between the sheet and the lens’s entrance
pupil, the position of which we determine using parallax. The
position of the entrance pupil changes with focusing distance;
to facilitate the analysis, we use our lens with the same focusing
distance (1 m) throughout the experiment. Note that the ray-
rotating sheet does not produce geometrical images of the
object anyway (unless the ray-rotation angle is either 0° or
180° [7]), so the focusing distance is not as important as it nor-
mally is. In order to see sharp images, we use the lens with its
smallest aperture opening, f ∕32.

With a fixed camera distance, z2, we took photos of a grid
pattern (insets in Fig. 6) various distances z1 behind the sheet.
We determined the angle between the two constituent ray-
flipping sheets from the photos (using Adobe Illustrator), in
which the individual lenses are visible (note that aliasing effects
in the pattern of the cylindrical lenses of the array that is seen

through the other array of lenses can lead to the wrong angle
being picked); the ray-rotation angle α is twice that angle. From
the photos we determined (again using Adobe Illustrator) the
angle by which the vertical grid lines close to the center, when
seen through the ray-rotating sheet, were rotated with respect to
the same lines seen with the sheet removed. The graph in Fig. 6
shows a comparison of the predicted and measured apparent
rotation angles. Note that there are no free parameters, and
note the excellent agreement between theory and experiment.
We repeated this procedure for other ray-rotation angles, in
each case reaching excellent agreement.

In the photos shown in Fig. 6, imperfections are clearly
visible. These include some blurring and a slight distortion.
The constancy throughout the experiment of the focusing
distance (for reasons explained above) certainly contributes
to the blurring, and a slight lack of flatness of the lenticular
arrays contributes to the distortion. Perhaps more importantly,
we believe that all of the imperfections are at least partly due to
slight misalignment: the blurring is partly due to a slight error
in the separation of the two lenticular arrays that make up each
ray-flipping sheet (so they are not exactly confocal); and the
distortion is due to a slight variation in alignment across the
sheets. All of these could be fixed by extruding each ray-flipping
sheet as one element, rather than two elements that sub-
sequently have to be aligned and glued together.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown here that ray-rotating sheets can be realized
experimentally. Imperfections in the sheets are clearly visible.
Utilizing advances made in the context of imaging devices that
use lenslet arrays or lenticular arrays (e.g., [26]), we are cur-
rently working on improving the optical quality of our compo-
nents and on developing applications.
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